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When, How and Why SCoPE@Scuola was born
A day, some years ago, SCoPE Admin wondered:
“Is there a way to let young people know the HPC and PDC world,
and by means of our passion for our work, motivate them in
studying and in being awareness about technology usage?”

The response was:
We don’t know if a way exists, but we can try to find it by telling students what
we know and what we like to do!!!!
We were confident that the words passion and awareness would been together
“the name of the game”
28/08/2017
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When, How and Why SCoPE@Scuola was born

... besides, we were also conscious that:


The HPC and PDC world could be an interesting matter for school
students because it is necessary to solve present world challenging
problems both in science and technology.



the topics associated with HPC and PDC world involve a large amount
of knowledge areas and skills: from mathematical modelling of
problems to algorithm design, from software implementation to design
and management of complex computer systems.



these topics can be linked, in an interdisciplinary way, to various
disciplines: from Mathematics to Informatics, from Physics and Earth
Science to Biology and Geography.

It was the year 2013, and in the following year SCoPE@Scuola started to operate

28/08/2017
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To whom SCoPE@Scuola is addressed
To students, and teachers, ...


that are attending (are teaching) the last years of high school



and whose studies (teaching) are related with technology or science

28/08/2017
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Where SCoPE@Scuola operates
The SCoPE data center was built by a
public founding with the objective to
create a supercomputing facility for
scientific elaborations that can be used by
both the research groups at the Federico
II University and entities outside the
University distributed across national and
European regions. SCoPE currently
consists of a set of computing resources
(about 5000 cores) and about 2 Peta
Bytes of storage capacity.

SCoPE Admin is the nickname of the team which care about the
management, and users support, of the SCoPE Data Center at the
University of Naples “Federico II”

The team is made of people with different expertise: from IT
system management to the design and the implementation of
algorithms for scientific computing in HPC and distributed
environments.
28/08/2017
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How SCoPE@Scuola operates
“I hear and I forget. I see and I remember. I do and I understand.”
ancient Chinese saying

With these words in mind, SCoPE@Scuola is conceived as a “place”
where both informative and real training activities are performed on
the basis of the SCoPE@Scuola’s implementation protocol:


the informative part provides two seminars and a guided tour at the
SCoPE datacenter,



while the training activities (the formative task) include laboratory
experiences focused on technological/scientific topics related to
HPC/PDC.

The activities above mentioned, including all the experiences to be
carried out in laboratories, are part of the SCoPE@Scuola’s portfolio.
28/08/2017
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How SCoPE@Scuola operates
The SCoPE@Scuola’s implementation protocol outlines all the steps of the interaction
between the School Teachers Group and the Academic Team
Introduction The first
phase
meeting

The SCoPE@Scuola team meets school teachers, shows them the
SCoPE Datacenter and discuss about a possible set of laboratory
activities identifying curricola subjects that might benefit from the
experience.

The second
meeting:
(informative
task)

The SCoPE@Scuola team goes to school to meet students and to hold a
first seminar on the history of supercomputers and on the role of
scientific computing in complex problems solution.

Design
phase

The third
meeting

The SCoPE@Scuola team and school teachers define together the
content and calendar of the laboratory activities; the team
prepares/integrates the material for the laboratory

Realization
phase

The fourth
meeting
(informative
task)

Students and their teachers attend a descriptive seminar on the SCoPE
infrastructure and carry out the guided tour to the SCoPE datacenter.

The following
meetings
(formative
task)

Students attend the laboratory activities related to the HPC/PDC themes.

time
28/08/2017
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How SCoPE@Scuola operates
The SCoPE@Scuola portfolio for laboratory activities consists of a set
of macro assets that would allow us to explore all the aspects of
designing, managing and using (super)computing infrastructures:
Formalization
of the problem
(The model)




from the realization of “homemade” (or
“schoolmade”) parallel computer prototypes …

… up to the process that, from the
mathematical formalization of the problem,
leads to the “parallel” software for the “in silico”
solution of the problem itself

Construction of the
“discrete model ”
Development of the
algorithm to solve
“discrete model ”
Implementation of the
algorithm in to the
“(parallel) software”
“(parallel) software”
execution and evaluation

(super)computing infrastrucure
28/08/2017
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How SCoPE@Scuola operates
The SCoPE@Scuola portfolio currently includes the following four macro assets:
1)The “Problem solving steps in Scientific Computation” From problem to software, passing through mathematical
and numerical modeling: How to use the computer to simulate
and/or describe physical and natural phenomena (e.g. the
simulation of the Tsunami trend).
2)When HPC becomes necessary because the problem is “too
big”: Implementation of simple parallel algorithms (i.e. for the
computation of the sum of n numbers, for the computation of
BLAS operations, etc.) and “performance” evaluation of the
implemented software as the problem size varies.
3)A parallel computer “within everyone’s reach”: the realization
of a Beowulf cluster - From the installation of the operating
system to the benchmarks execution to evaluate the
implemented system performance.
4)Infrastructures and Platforms for Big Data: Introduction to
“Big Data” theme and experiences in using Apache Hadoop, and
related tools, for managing and using large amount of data.

28/08/2017
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How SCoPE@Scuola operates
Some considerations


The initiative promoters expected to have a not quite
uniform audience respect to both school curricula and
students maturity.



Each group of students can be involved in laboratory activities
related to one or more themes in one of the portfolio assets. All
the aspects related to the activities to be performed, are
discussed with the student’s teachers during the first phase of
the initiative.



Such decision-making process can not ignore issues related to the
students knowledge and to the curricula offered at each school in order to
better choose both the level of in-depth approach to some themes (e.g. the
mathematical tools used to describe physical phenomena) and the type of
activities (technology- or science-oriented).



So in concert with teachers, the initiative promoters attempted to develop
activities with frequent references to what is acquired at school (where
possible) and making all the remaining part as easy as possible.

28/08/2017
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How SCoPE@Scuola operates: Some examples


Starting from the year 2014 some schools in the Naples district (the SCoPE@Scuola
pilot schools) decided to join the initiative, among them:









the Polo Tecnico “E. Fermi - C.E. Gadda”,
the Istituto Statale di Istruzione Superiore “A. Serra”
the Istituto Tecnico Industriale “A. Righi”
the Istituto Tecnico Industriale “A. Volta”

All the above schools have Computer Science curricula of good quality, but very
poor was the amount of HPC/PDC-related contents presented in such curricula (just
some experiences related with the implementation of “naif” parallel algorithms).
The total number of students and teachers involved in all the last years was about
400. All the students participated to the informative tasks of the initiative (the
seminars on the history of supercomputers and on the SCoPE infrastructure, the
guided tour to the SCoPE data center).

28/08/2017
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How SCoPE@Scuola operates: Some examples
The schools: The Polo Tecnico “E.Fermi - C.E. Gadda” and the Istituto Statale
di Istruzione Superiore “A. Serra”
The Audience of laboratory activities: about 40 students and their teachers
The laboratory activities: chosen among the ones contained in the second
asset of the portfolio (i.e. When HPC becomes necessary because the
problem is “too big”).
The activities concerned the implementation, the execution
and the performance analysis of simple parallel codes (e.g. the
sum of n numbers) on different hardware platforms (multi-core and
multi-node architectures).


5 hours are spent in such activities which was partially prepared
at school.


During these activities, students used a small set of
computational resources of the SCoPE Datacenter: a cluster of
8 nodes with 8 core per node and Infiniband connectivity.


28/08/2017
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How SCoPE@Scuola operates: Some examples
The schools: The Istituto Tecnico Industriale “A. Righi” and the Istituto Tecnico Industriale
“A. Volta”
The Audience of laboratory activities: about 50 students and their teachers
The laboratory activities: chosen among the ones contained in the third asset of the
portfolio (i.e. A parallel computer “within everyone’s reach”)


The activities concerned the “construction” of a Beowulf cluster for parallel computations.

For each school, the activities were carried out in different meetings (3 meetings of about
4 hours ) during which the following topics were dealt with:


the Linux operating system installation and configuration,
 the network cabling and configuration,
 the installation and configuration of
 the Resource Management System (RMS),
 the software library for Message Passing paradigm
(MPI),
 the execution of parallel software based on the MPI
paradigm to test the developed cluster.


The students, during these activities, used off-the-shelf hardware (PCs and SOHO
network switches) and open-source software as the Torque RMS and OpenMPI
implementation of the MPI standard.


28/08/2017
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How SCoPE@Scuola operates: Some examples

The schools: the Istituto Tecnico Industriale “A. Volta” and the Istituto Statale di
Istruzione Superiore “A. Serra”
The Audience of laboratory activities: about 30 students and their teachers
The laboratory activities: chosen among the ones contained in the fourth asset of
portfolio (i.e. Infrastructures and Platforms for Big Data)





10 hours of activities during which the following topics were dealt with:


A seminar of introduction to the Big Data theme



experiences in using Apache Hadoop and Apache
Hive to manage and use large structured databases

The students, during these activities, used a small Hadoop-based infrastructure: a
set of 5 *(HDFS DataNode + Yarn NodeManager) storage+computing services
configured on off-the-shelf hardware

28/08/2017
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How SCoPE@Scuola operates: Some examples

The schools: The Istituto Tecnico Industriale “A. Volta”
The Audience of laboratory activities: about 15 students and their teachers

The laboratory activities: chosen among the ones contained in the first asset of
portfolio (i.e. The “Problem solving steps in Scientific Computation”)



10 hours of activities during which the following topics were dealt with:




28/08/2017

A seminar on the Problem Solving steps in Tsunami
case study
experiences in executing basic linear algebra
operations using software computational environment
as Matlab/Octave
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How SCoPE@Scuola operates: a feedback from the students
 We have summarized the results of the initiative using data collected through an

online survey submitted to participants in anonymous form.
 The results obtained, related to about 100 survey completed responses, can be

classified in terms of:


satisfaction for the initiative,



impact of the initiative on awareness of utility, use and structure of
supercomputing systems,



impact of the initiative on choices related with remodulation of the own
training path both at school and at university ...
… but what the answer is?

28/08/2017
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How SCoPE@Scuola operates: a feedback from the students
Did you already know the supercomputing world?

No

About the tutorial contents ...

I understood little

Yes, I heard about it, but I
didn't know its purpose
Yes, I heard about it and I
did know its purpose
No answers

I understood most of the
contents
I understood all of the
contents
No answers

From the students answers emerges:


the lack of awareness of the HPC/PDC world before participating in the
initiative: only a few students responded that they knew usefulness of the
HPC/PDC world before their partecipation



that the contents presented during the seminars was considered by the
students quite understandable

28/08/2017
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How SCoPE@Scuola operates: a feedback from the students

What is the part of tutorial that mostly strikes your attention?

What is the part of tutorial that mostly is of interest for you?

The introductory part

The introductory part

The part related with the
SCoPE description and the
laboratory activities
Both the parts of the
tutorial

The part related with the
SCoPE description and the
laboratory activities

Nothing in particular



28/08/2017

Both the parts of tutorial

No one

the contents presented during the tutorial and preferred by the students are
related with the most technological and practical aspects: much
appreciated was in fact the visit to the SCoPE datacenter and the laboratory
activity

Euro-EDUPAR 2017
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How SCoPE@Scuola operates: a feedback from the students
would you like to deepen the tutorial contents?

In which contexts would you like to deepen the topics?

At school

Yes
No

During professional training
courses

No answers

During University courses
Other

What topic would you like to deepen?


the students were significantly
interested in continuing to
explore the issues addressed
during the initiative



The most preferred topics are
related with Computer Science
(Computational Science is almost
neglected)

How to obtain a mathematical
model from a real problem
How to obtain an algorithm
from a mathematical model
How to obtain the software
from the algorithm
The supercomputer hardware
architecture
The supercomputer software
architecture

28/08/2017
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So … what SCoPE@Scuola is ...




SCoPE@Scuola is a one-time extracurricular experience in an informal academic
context
Up to now, SCoPE@Scuola just intended to play a role in:


helping young minds in appreciating the role of each
components of science and technology for the
solution of complex problems;



realizing a sort of “HPC/PDC Immunization” by
giving school students small doses of HPC/PDC
themes to help them, and their teachers, to feel
familiar and therefore not hostile with HPC/PDC
world;



“infecting” young minds with the virus of passion
for HPC/PDC world letting students, and teachers,
together know a world that is still too hidden;



increasing students awareness about the world they
live and about the tecnology they use.



With the hope to help young high school students to make their
academic/professional future choices



And with the conviction that “passion” and “awareness”
driven choices are always the right ones

28/08/2017
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… what SCoPE@Scuola also is ...
A recent Italian Law (July 2015) reiterates the importance of workbased learning - in a mode called “Alternanza Scuola-Lavoro
(aSL)” - including through internships and quality apprenticeships.

The same law enables these activities to be also carried out outside the industrial
companies in the strict sense provided that the host institutions are able to fulfill the
aims of the aSL initiative:


“to implement educational and learning methods which systematically combine
classroom training with practical experience”;



“to enrich the training at school by skills that can also be spent on the labour
market”;



“to foster the orientation of young people by enhancing their personal
vocations, interests and individual learning styles”.
Attivitá di alternanza Scuola-Lavoro - guida operativa per la scuola,
https://labuonascuola.gov.it/area/a/25282/ (In Italian)

28/08/2017
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… what SCoPE@Scuola also is ...


The SCoPE@Scuola initiative can then be considered as a suitable context for the
aSL activities for students.



One of the pilot schools decided to start aSL path in the SCoPE@Scuola context to
teach students, on the job, how “to configure and to manage a simple system for
parallel computing”

28/08/2017
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… what SCoPE@Scuola also is ...


SCoPE@Scuola , together with one of our pilot school, was also involved in projects
aimed to avoid students “dropouts”



The “Scuola Viva” Project, funded by Campania Italian region, has the primary
goal to let the schools be “always” open and able to offer contents outside
standard curricola



In particular, SCoPE@Scuola performed activities which aims was to:


introduce, or get stronger, students to the “Computational thinking” and to the
“coding”



explain how such "skills" can be used to "ask“ things with computational
capacity to perform useful actions ("smart object programming")

The “SCUOLA VIVA” project,
http://www.fse.regione.campania.it/scuola-viva
28/08/2017
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… and what SCoPE@Scuola is not (yet) but it would be (ASAP)
Up to now, SCoPE@Scuola didn’t want to be the context where


the topics proposed are deepened and



the students became able to master complex contents (e.g.
advanced mathematical tools)

28/08/2017



Moreover, all the described results merely give an idea on
how the students perceived the initiative. However, as the
initiative is consolidating, we are wondering about the
methods to use to evaluate how all the proposed
contents have actually been acquired by students.



This is necessary for any remodeling of both the contents
and the modalities with which these are presented also in
order to make SCoPE@Scuola not just a one-time
extracurricular experience but also an integral part, in
accordance with teachers, of existing curricula.
Euro-EDUPAR 2017
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… and what SCoPE@Scuola is not (yet) but it would be (ASAP)
SCoPE@Scuola would became an integral part of existing curricula to have more
time to spend with students, and their teachers, with the aim to better foster:


the utility and the fairness of mathematics that is perceived by
most students as difficult and useless.



the appreciation of the scientific computation and
computational simulation, especially respect to mathematical
modelling and numerical aspects, as indispensable tools to
solve current and frontier problems.

We are confident that spending more time with students to tell them why ...


finite difference is a “good approximation” of a derivative …



the matrix math object is so important in scientific
computation …



some programming languages are “more expressive” for
scientific computation …



the parallel software have to be accurate, efficient,
scalable, resilient, etc.



… and much more …

… could have good results! …
28/08/2017
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… and what SCoPE@Scuola is not (yet) but it would be (ASAP)
… in fact, by an online survey ( … yes … another one!!! … ), we asked to
students, involved in the activities related with the asset on “The Problem
solving steps in Scientific Computation”,
“how the initiative changed your perception on the usefulness of
mathematics?”

In your opinion, how math is useful in solving the problems of real life?

Did participation in the initiative change your mind about math usefulness?

No, it has remained the
same

in no way
not much
enough
very much
No answer

Yes, my consideration
for its utility has
improved

… the results seem support our hope!
28/08/2017
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Conclusions
SCoPE@Scuola wanted, by a little experience on the field, to provide students and
their teachers, a glance on





how to solve a (very large) problem …
… by means of powerful computer, …
… using an interdisciplinary approach, …
… in an interdisciplinary context.

We hope that this glance on the complexity (made of more
simple and interconnected pieces) can be effective in
generating in many young people what Jeannette M. Wing
calls “an attitude”:
knowing how to look at problems using the “best”
perspective in formulating solutions that are useful
also to others.

J.M. Wing, Computational Thinking. Commun. ACM 49(3), 33–35 (Mar 2006)
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Conclusions
However, we are aware that, despite the great interest shown by
the students, the most welcome lesson will always be ....

…. PLAYTIME!
(for SCoPE Admin also)
28/08/2017
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Thanks for the attention
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